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Introduction
RARP is a standardized approach to treat localized prostate
cancer because offer less morbidity and better functional
results [1].
RS-RARP is an emerging technique that promotes faster
and better preservation of postoperative continence [2].
Identification of anatomical landmarks in a small space
with posterior view of prostate is sometimes harder and
some authors said that this technique could be more difficult
to achieve proficiency [3].
One of the major criticisms is the difficult localization
of lateral end anterior limits of prostate, that can result in
positive surgical margins.
The aim of this report is to present 3D reconstruction as
a tool for improve our identification of anatomical details of
bladder neck, apex, and lateral borders of prostate during RSRARP. We expect that better localization of these important
anatomical landmarks can improve sexual and urinary
function preservation and has potential to reduce surgical
margins.

Case Report
50-years-old male with intermediate risk prostate
cancer with PSA = 12, clinical stage p T2b and Gleason
score = 7(3 + 4). Our propose was RS-RARP. Our figure
comparing reconstruction performed at Docdo software and
intraoperative endoscopic dissection shows to the perfect
correlation between anatomic appearance of bladder neck
and prostatic apex. The distance of midline and lateral border
evaluate at 3D reconstruction facilitate surgeon to find the
exact place between prostatic surface and neurovascular
bundle to bilateral preservation. Anterior and posterior
dissections were better estimated using length of prostatic
urethra and antero posterior diameter. Pathology report
shows Bilateral Prostatic Adenocarcinoma Gleason 7(3 +
4), organ confined, free margins. Patients have immediate
recovery of continence and full recovery of erection 3 months
after surgery (Figure 1).

Figure 1: 3D image to use during RS-RARP.

Discussion
3D reconstruction has been as applied to renal surgery
improving CT or MRI evaluation of anatomical details as
relation of tumor and vascular or excretory structures that
are important to plain complex partial nephrectomies [4].
As the ideal localization of tumor in prostatic image
methods of MRI or CT is not ideal, 3D reconstruction is not
utilized during RARP.
RS-RARP is a relatively new approach with smaller surgical
field and more difficult evaluation of prostatic limits and more
positive margins can occur [3].
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In this context 3D reconstruction with cognitive fusion
of image help surgeon to find better the limits of prostate,
aiming to remove all prostatic tissue, preserving functional
structures when indicated and possibly reducing positive
surgical margins. Other studies with more patients could
verify if this new image method will be valuable to facilitate
RS-RARP.
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